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Features

ŸOptimized interface design with low overhead and 
resource requirements.

ŸUnlimited design flexibility for small or large control 
systems.

ŸWorks independently or with all xLobby media systems.

Ÿ Includes several complete professionally designed 
templates for DVD players, Set top boxes, Direct TV, 
Receivers, Lighting, Shades and HVAC control. 

ŸEasy reuse of design elements (pages, graphic 
elements, IR codes, etc.), simplifying the task of creating 
new designs for different clients

ŸCreate any button size, shape, style for your interface 
design.

ŸDesign family friendly control interfaces based on users 
preferences.

ŸCreate and design reusable templates and share them 
with other xLobby system integrators.

ŸEvery device in the system can have its own menu 
driven system separate from each other providing a 
unique control system experience for each user.

ŸSupports Unlimited iPad, Android, Tablet-phone devices.

Ÿ2-way feedback from your equipment which is displayed 
in real-time from the user interface.

ŸAudible button feedback, user definable + can be 
enabled or disabled.

ŸPassword protected Menus.

ŸThe interface works in a browser so you can access it 
from browser based devices including windows and 
apple laptops, desktop products.

ŸBuilt-in Skin Editor that provides a central design 
interface for defining all parameters needed for 
programming and controlling the entire Integration 
system.

Ÿ2 Way integration and communication system for any 
protocol, for example use a Insteon keypad to control 
music playback or a IP based device event to trigger a 
IR, RS232 or IP (UDP) network command.

Ÿ IR Port testing menu for IR distribution troubleshooting.

ŸReal time clock based events and triggers so certain 
commands can be automated, enabled or disabled at 
certain times and scheduled differently based on days, 
weeks, months, etc..

ŸAutomated task capabilities independent of remote 
control commands.

ŸEvent Macro Editor allows complex multi-step actions 
that can be created for every button or graphic element.

ŸLarge Builtin Infrared Library with over 100,000 ir codes 
with updates from the xLobby website.

ŸUnlimited discrete IR ports available.

ŸLearn your own IR codes from xLobbys IR learning 
hardware.

ŸLarge RS232 Device Communication Library.

Ÿ  Pre-built RS232 drivers that allow two-way 
communication with various devices such as iPort, 
Insteon, UPB, Russound, Nuvo, Xantech, ELK, GE 
products.  

ŸView weekly weather information.

ŸView Security Cameras, DVRS.

Ÿ Interface GUI Automatically resizes to portrait or 
landscape modes.

ŸRemote Log in for offsite support and programming.
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